Bridging Archival City & Time Machine: an exploratory workshop

Università Ca’ Foscari Venice, Sala Archivio
10 October 2018

9.00-10.30 Archival City: Bridging Urban Past and Future
Élise Franssen, Università Ca’ Foscari Venice
& Vincent Lemire, UPEM
Archival City: the Concept
Giuliano Milani, UPEM
Bologna as an Archival City work field
Maria Chiara Rioli, OpenJerusalem
Notes from OpenJerusalem experience
Frédéric Moret, UPEM
Cartographic issues
Yann Potin, Archives nationales
What could be ‘archival’ in a City?
Benjamin Suc, Limonade & Co
Technical and logistical issues
General Discussion

10.30-11.00 Coffee break

11.00-12.30 Time Machine Flagship & Venice Time Machine
Dorit Raines, Università Ca’ Foscari Venice
The Time Machine project: how to avoid the fake news of the past and enhance a revolution in Humanities?
Frederic Kaplan, EPFL
The Venice Time Machine as a Proof of Concept
Jean-Luc Pinol, ENS Lyon
Paris Time Machine, a Work in Progress
General Discussion

12.30 Lunch

Organising Committee:
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